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Signal Festival will be focused on the theme of revolution. It is going to 
showcase the largest installation in its history, as well as light work 

created by the architect Eva Jiřičná 
 
 

The seventh edition of the Signal Festival will present 18 art installations by artists from the 
Czech Republic and abroad. Light and site-specific installations, along with video mapping, 
will be displayed on three routes that will lead through Malá Strana, the Old Town and 
Karlín. The festival will be guided by a common theme, revolution, commemorating the 30th 
anniversary of significant social changes in the Czech Republic. Among the most prominent 
Czech names this year are the architect Eva Jiřičná and the Czech-Argentinian Federico Díaz, 
who, together with other selected artists, creates under the auspices of the global initiative 
Big Light. For the first time this year, thanks to the partnership with ING Bank, the map 
guiding through the individual installations will be free of charge as a part of the festival 
application. The festival of digital and creative culture will take place from Thursday 10th 
October to Sunday 13th October. The opening ceremony will take place on 10th October at 
7pm at Smetanovo Nábřeží by the most extensive installation in the history of the festival 
created by audiovisual artist Jakub Pešek. 
 
Signal Festival 2019 will offer 9 installations by Czech and 9 by foreign authors. Of the total of 

18 installations, 12 will be placed at brand new locations and the visitors will, for the first time, 

have a look into the premises of Invalidovna or the Ministry of Transportation. The largest 

installation in the history of the whole festival will be placed at Smetanovo waterfront, using 

lasers to cover 180 000 m3 between the waterfront and Střelecký island. The main program 

will newly include an audiovisual performance in the church of St. Salvator brought by four 

young artist, who will create a unique experience using lights, smoke, and organ music. The 

festival will be enriched by Signal Playground, a program for children, and an accompanying 

program will enrich the Signal Walks. This year’s novelty is also a free map included as a part 

of the mobile application. 

 

The seventh edition of the festival will present works by prominent personalities of the Czech 

art scene, including the world-renowned architect Eva Jiřičná with the AI – DESIGN studio. 

Mysterious luminous object located in Vojanovy orchids will push visitors to own self-



 
 

reflection and perhaps even transformation, and the theme of revolution is reflected in it on 

a much more personal level. Another significant stop of this year’s Signal Festival is the Big 

Light global initiative presentation, which invited the Czech-Argentinian artist Federico Díaz to 

work with Jan Hladil, J. M. Ledgard, Dmitrij Nikitin, the Rafani group and others, to help 

introduce its history to the public. Czech digital and audiovisual art is significantly influenced 

and formed by artist Jakub Pešek, founder of the Lunchmeat festival and author of the largest 

installation in the history of the Signal Festival, which will come to life with the support of ING 

Bank, partner of the festival. The spectators will see a site-specific installation over the water 

between Smetanovo waterfront and Střelecký island, covering 180 000 m3, discovering the 

unthinkable possibilities of displaying artworks in public space. 

 

This year’s main theme is, like last year, inspired by a historical anniversary. “Thirty years after 
the Velvet Revolution we have decided to reflect on what the word revolution actually means 
today. It is not just a look into the past for us. We perceive it as a future outlook and a change, 
improvement, and radical transformation of a whole or of an individual, “ explains Matěj 
Vlašánek, Program Manager. The diversity of the theme is equally reflected in the individual 
installations. A particular moment of Czechoslovak history will be commemorated by an 
installation at Petřín called Trabi, created jointly by Signal Production studio and Post Bellum. 
Audiovisual installation consisting of ten Trabant automobiles will commemorate the escape 
of East German Germans in the autumn of 1989, after which approximately a thousand 
abandoned Trabants were left at Petřín and its surroundings. Using audiovisual screenings, 
the project will offer memories of both sides, Czechs and Germans. Playful videomapping by 
Italian studio ILLO at Lyčkovo Square in Karlín will also be devoted to the revolutionary autumn 
of 1989. “The play of lights and shadows, typical for the festival, reminds us, on a symbolic 
level, of the constant struggle between truth and disinformation, which is a theme that 
resonated in the society during the Velvet Revolution thirty years ago and still resonates today. 
This is why I wish that the organisers and festival visitors alike do not lose direction and always 
find the right light,“ adds Zdeněk Hřib, Mayor of Prague. 
 
“The Signal Festival itself has also undergone a revolution since its inception. From a show of 
videomapping and light design we grew into a respected festival of digital art and creative 
culture, and one of the largest events in the Czech Republic, which regularly confronts 
hundreds of thousands of people with art in public space. With each new year we introduce 
new places, procedures and collaborations. Our goal is no longer only the presentation of 
installations but mainly strong artistic experience and the introduction and support of current 
artists and social themes, “ says Martin Pošta, festival Director. 
 
This year, videomapping will light up the facades of buildings in Malá Strana and on the Karlín 
route. After a yearlong break, the popular 3D videomapping is coming back to Tyrš’s house, 
this time by a Ukranian studio SKILZ, which will combine the story of human desire for a better 
future with a strong visual style. The facade of the church on Karlín Square will be put into 
motion by videomapping from the Turkish studio Nohlab. This year’s novelty is a playful 
videomapping by the Italian studio ILLO on the building of a primary school at Lyčkovo Square.  



 
 

For the third time, six installations will be part of the Signal Festival’s paid Gallery Zone. This 
year it includes the Museum of Music, where Turkish musician Memo Akten will present a 
work in which light, image and sound are controlled by the same mathematical procedures 
and algorithms. Also the Ministry of Transport with an installation by Czech artist and designer 
Klára Horáčková, and the Klementinum Mirror Chapel, which will be transformed by Italian 
studio fuse*. Other stops within the Gallery Zone are Invalidovna, Main Point Karlin and 
Vojanovy Orchads. This year, admission to all six locations together with entry to 3D 
videomapping will be purchasable individually as a part of Signal Pass, which costs 200 CZK in 
advance and 300 CZK on the spot. 
 
Transmit, the accompanying program is back, this year in the form of panel discussions and 
interviews with selected artists of this year, as well as experts in the field of modern 
technologies. Signal Playground, a new program for children, includes installations for 
children, projections and walks for little visitors combined with creative workshop. 
 
Another important novelty in the development of the festival is its ecological transformation. 
We are already working on a number of activities, which will be presented during October and 
even more intensively in the following years. The transformation begins with collaboration 
with the ecological project Sázíme stromy (We Plant Trees). “This year we decided to join 
forces with experts from the ecological project Sázíme stromy (We Plant Trees), which deals 
with the restoration of greenery in the landscape and together with visitors we plan to plant 
an alley near the village of Roztoky. It is only the beginning but we will be happy for anyone 
who joins,“ explains Martin Pošta. This year’s project can be supported when buying Signal 
Pass via gout.cz or directly at the festival. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
About Signal Festival 
Signal Festival, a festival of digital and creative culture, is the largest culture event in the Czech 
Republic. It combines art, urban space and modern technologies, which is why in its five years of 
existence it attracted over 2,5 million spectators to Prague’s backdrop. The festival uniquely combines 
visually attractive works with challenging installations of international quality and its concept 
addresses both general and professional public. Thanks to the support of new artworks, Signal Festival 
is also an internationally respected platform and popular place for getting know the newest projects in 
the field. The financing of the festival is supported by grant programs, mainly the Municipality of the 
capital city Prague, the Ministry of Culture and participating districts, as well as partnerships with 
commercial entities and proceeds from secondary activities of the festival. Over the past six years, the 
Signal Festival has become an important driver of cultural events in the Czech Republic. Of the total of 
140 installations, 80 were created to fit Signal Festival, 49 of which by Czech artists. Thus, Signal Festival 
is one of the most significant producers of new art in the country. In previous years, people had a chance 
to admire the art of authors from over 22 countries around the world, which is why it is rightfully 
considered an international festival. 
 
The 7th year of Signal Festival will take place from 10th to 13th October 2019. 
More information at www.signalfestival.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SignalFestival 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/signalfestival/ 
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